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Welcome & Introductions
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Agenda
• Governance and Project Initiation

• Stakeholder Analysis & Communication Planning

• Issue and Risk Management

• Projects On-hold

• Activation Planning

• Independent Validation and Verification (IV&V)

• Transition to Support

• Lessons Learned
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Learning Objectives
• Translate project management theory into practice

• Learn and apply new tools and techniques for successful project 
communication

• Collect new tools for your personal project management toolbox

• Demonstrate the importance of stakeholder management and 
project communication
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Poll

Please define your healthcare IT project management experience

1. Less than 5 years

2. 5 to 10 years

3. Over 10 years

4. PM Experience, but new to healthcare
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Case Study

Barcode Medication Administration Implementation

• Scope includes expanding barcode processes to medication 

administration with focus on inpatient units only

• Implementation plan includes adding medication administration 

functionality to system, then roll out to one unit at a time

• Each unit will receive training and hardware (scanners) during the 

roll out schedule
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Governance & Project Initiation

Ryan Kennedy
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Governance & Initiation: Objectives
• Identify the need for project governance in your organization

• Create a project governance implementation plan

• Describe the steps required to gather appropriate documentation to 
start a project
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Let’s Start at the Very Beginning

A PROJECT IS…

“A temporary endeavor undertaken to create 
a unique product, service, or result.”

--- PMI PMBOK Guide, 5th Edition
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Project Governance
What is it?

• A framework for making decisions on the applicability and priority of 
project requests as it relates to the organization’s mission.

• Does the following:

• Comprises diverse, executive-level, engaged stakeholders

• Provides accountability, direction and oversight for the project

• Ensures alignment with organizational objectives

• Approves authority for the project and project manager
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Project Governance
Why do we need it?

• Consider this: IT’s role in approving and prioritizing projects

• Who is responsible for the project?

• How do you organize more requests than you handle?

• What potential issues may arise?

• How do we make the organization (not just IT) accountable for IT 
projects?
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Project Governance
Identifying the Need

• Lack of awareness of the impact of IT on the organization

• Disagreements on priority of IT work

• Poor, disorganized, and failed implementations of IT initiatives

• Disengaged sponsors, or limited organizational oversight

• Limited organizational expertise in project management

Any one of these may constitute a need for project governance!
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Project Governance - Setting it Up
• Ensure formal project processes are in place

– Project Management Office (PMO)

– Technical and business-level sponsors

– Templates, frameworks, and methodologies

• Determine chair/champion of governance board (should not be IT)

• Ensure buy-in from executive-level decision makers

• Identify voting and non-voting members of the committee

• Develop charter for governance board
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Components of a Governance Charter
• Committee Name

• Effective Date / Duration

• Purpose

• Delegation of Authority

• Deliverables & Reporting Requirements

• Committee Chair and Members (Designate voting members)

• Roles and Responsibilities
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Project Governance
• How does it work?

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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IT Project Request
• Keep it simple

• Identify key areas of interest

– Definition of the project

– Justification for the project

– Funding for the project

• Remove IT from the submission process

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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Analyze
• Completed prior to formal review

• Determine state of request

 known requirements + known solution = Project Charter

 known requirements + unknown solution = Business Case

 unknown requirements + unknown solution = Analysis needed

• Clarify scope, funding, risks, resources, and impacts

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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Approve
• Review of original IT project request

• Review of project charter or business case

• Presentation from project requestor

• Governance committee recommendation

– Approve

– Deny

– Hold for further analysis / research

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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Prioritize
• Prioritization and scheduling occurs after approval granted

• Methods to determine priority

– Anonymous scoring from committee members

– Weighted scoring based on benefit & impact

– Committee voting

– Comparison to existing projects

– Decision from executive management / sponsor

– Available resources

• How do mandated/required projects get addressed?

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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Monitor
• Metrics and reporting from PM and PMO

• Review of expected & actual schedule, budget, and resources

• Earned value management

• Determine how new projects fit within portfolio

IT Project 
Request

Analyze

ApprovePrioritize

Monitor
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Project Governance

Procurement 
(Purchasing 

& 
Contracting)

Security & 
Privacy

Executive 
Management

Clinical & 
Technical 

Architecture

• Integrate governance

into all levels of the 

organization

“A Shared Responsibility”
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Project Governance - Outcomes
• Approved and clearly-defined project scope and objectives

• Improved organizational understanding of portfolio of projects

• Alignment of projects to mission and vision of the organization

• Development of appropriate and relevant project metrics

• Heightened involvement and engagement from project sponsors

• Empowerment of the right people at the right time
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Project Initiation
• Confirm Governance Approval

• Gathering Historical Information

– Request Analysis

– Project Archives

– Application Documentation (Historical & Vendor-Provided)

• What historical documentation could be found on IT projects?
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Request Analysis
• Review analysis conducted prior to project starting

– Project charter

– Business case

– Statement of Work

• Identify project drivers and justification

• Define success criteria
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Project Archives
• Identify past projects with similar scope, resources, or products

• Review lessons learned & share with team

• Templates, tools, standards, and historical files

• Consult with project managers, sponsors, and teams
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Vendor Documentation
• Responses to the RFP or RFI

• White Papers & Demonstrations

• Project workplan & timeline

• Administrative Guides

• User Guides

• Reviews from other clients
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Stakeholder Analysis & 
Communication Planning

Judy Wight
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Stakeholder & Communication: 
Objectives

• Understand communication planning

• Perform a stakeholder analysis

• Create a Communication Management Plan
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Communication & Project Management
• Making yourself understood is a foundational skill. 

• You cannot NOT communicate.

• What do we mean by communication?

– Creating meaning in another person.

– Setting expectations.

– Helping people make informed decisions.

– Sending the right message.
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What is Communication Planning? 
• Policy-driven, audience-focused effort to get your message heard.

• Stakeholder Analysis is a method of systematically gathering and analyzing 
information about people or groups that are impacted by the project.

The number one factor of project success is executive management support and the 
second is user involvement.

Why is communication planning so important?
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Stakeholder Analysis
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What is a Stakeholder?

• A stakeholder is simply a person or group with an interest or 
concern in the project.

• Stakeholders can affect or be affected by what you’re doing

• Can be individuals, groups, internal or external

• Without stakeholders, there would be no project to manage.

Who are some key stakeholders related to our KBMA case study?
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Stakeholder Analysis in 5 Steps

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan

STEP ACTIVITY

1 Identify who they are

2 Identify the criteria you’re going manage them on

3 Map Stakeholders to these criteria

4 Analyze/Strategize

5 Develop Communication Management Plan
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Step 1: Identify Project Stakeholders

• Brainstorming

• Ask existing stakeholders who else you should be speaking with

• Consider past similar projects

• Review Organization charts

• Meet one-on-one or small groups

• Project Team

• Review the Charter

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan
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Example: Stakeholder Grid/Matrix

Stakeholder Name Contact Info Position Internal / External
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Step 2: Identify Stakeholder Criteria

• Power/authority 

• Interest 

• Position 

• Knowledge 

• Motivation

• Availability

• Financial interests

• What does success look like to them?

• Primary, secondary or key stakeholders

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan
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Step 3: Map Stakeholders to Criteria

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan

• Capture each stakeholder’s relative importance, needs  and 
relationships visually. 

• Document on a grid, matrix or in a spreadsheet.

• Organize based on the criteria you plan to use to manage them.
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Example: Map Stakeholders to Criteria 
Stakeholder 

Name

Contact Info Position Internal/ 

External

Impact/Influence Interest Contribution Knowledge
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Step 4: Analyze/Strategize

• Who are the stakeholders who have the most influence on your 
project? 

• Which stakeholders will be most affected by your project?

• Who controls the resources? 

• What are the top motivations and interests of your stakeholders? 

• Who has a financial stake/interest?

• Who has an emotional interest 

• What are the top motivations for each stakeholder?

• Who are the biggest supporters?

• Who are the biggest non-supporters or naysayers?

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan
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Stakeholder Analysis Hands-on Activity
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Communication Management 
Plan
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Step 5: Develop Communication 
Management Plan

• Develop blueprint of how the PM and team will manage 
expectations and resolve issues:

– What do you need out of the transaction? 

– What’s the escalation path for issues?

– Who is responsible for communicating with stakeholders?

– What communication constraints and risks exist?

Identify Who Identify Criteria Map Stakeholders Analyze/Strategize Develop Comm Plan
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Communication Channels & Media

• How does information flow within the 
organization and with other 
organizations?

• What different forms of media are 
available to you?

• Minimize the number of methods and 
channels
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Example: Stakeholder Power/Interest Matrix

Keep Aware/Satisfied
Meet Their Needs

Try to increase level of Interest
Engage and consult on area of 

interest

Involve in governance & 
decision-making

Encourage & Influence
Friends in high places

Engage and consult regularly

Ignorant or Opposition
Monitor (minimum effort)

Low Priority

Show Consideration
Keep Informed

Potential Goodwill Ambassador

High

Po
w

er

Low
HighLow Interest
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Example: Narrative

• Create a narrative document

• Sections to include:

– Communication Plan Purpose 
and Approach

– Communication Goals and 
Objective

– Communication Roles

– Communication Tools and 
Methods

– High Level Project 
Communication Messages
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Please use blank slide if more 

space is required for charts, 

graphs, etc.

To remove background graphics, 

right click on selected slide, 

choose “Format Background” and check 

“Hide background graphics”.

Remember to delete this slide, if not needed.

Who? What? When? How? Responsible 

Party

Executive 
Sponsor

• Project Status
• Escalated Issues

• Weekly
• As Needed

• Executive Dashboard
• Options Document
• Presentations

Project Manager

PMO Project Status Weekly • PPM system
• SharePoint site

Project Manager

Project Manager • Status of work 
accomplished

• Project Risks/Issues
• Project Decisions 
• Technical Design

Weekly • Face-to-face/verbal –
recorded in minutes

• PPM/SharePoint site
• Email 

• Project Team 
members

• Technical Lead

Project Team • Assigned tasks/activities
• Decisions that impact them
• Info about other projects

Weekly • Face-to-face/verbal –
recorded in minutes

• PPM/SharePoint site
• Email 

Project Manager

End Users • Downtime notification
• Information about new 

features/ functionality

• Ad hoc
• Go Live

• Broadcast emails
• Posters/Flyers
• Training

• Project 
Manager

• Trainers
• App Admin
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Communication Management Plan Hands-on Activity
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Why bother with Stakeholder Analysis?
• Saves you from being blindsided by concerns you didn’t know about.

• Strengthens your position if there’s opposition. 

• Creates social capital within the community.

• Increases your credibility.

• Increases the chances for the success of your effort.

• Puts more ideas on the table.

• Includes varied perspectives from all sectors and elements of the community affected.

• Gains buy-in and support for the effort from all stakeholders.

• Fair to everyone. 
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Issue & Risk Management

Ryan Kennedy
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Issue & Risk Management: Objectives
• Identify the difference between a risk and an issue

• Implement a streamlined process for evaluating, documenting, and 
mitigating project risks

• Create a risk register and an issue log
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Issue & Risk Management
What is the difference between a risk and an issue?

RISK: “An uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive 
or negative effect on one or more project objectives.”

ISSUE: “A point or matter in question or in dispute, or a point or matter 
that is not settled and is under discussion or over which there are 
opposing views or disagreements.”

--- PMI PMBOK Guide, 5th Edition

Essentially, an issue is a risk that has occurred.
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Risk Management Plan
• Organizational Risk Response and Tolerance

• Roles & Responsibilities

• Risk Assessment Matrix

• Tracking and Monitoring Tools & Techniques

• Reporting and Escalation
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Risk Management Process

Identify Risk
Analyze & 

Assess
Plan 

Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor 
Risk

Close 
Risk
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Risk Identification
• Who is responsible for identifying risks?

• What are the sources (inputs) for risk identification?

– Organization’s mission & vision

– Organization’s constraints (resources, funding, priority)

– Other projects within the organization’s portfolio

– Historical projects and lessons learned

– External factors, outside the organization

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk
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Risk Documentation
• How are risks documented and communicated?

• Documentation

– Project Documents

– Electronic Tools

• Communication

– Project Meetings

– Bulletin Boards & Wikis

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk
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Risk Types
• Known-knowns [Fully understood]

– Rain Storm

• Known-unknowns [Identified Risk]

– Snow Storm

• Unknown-knowns [Existing & Influencing / Yet Unaware]

– Global Warming

• Unknown-unknowns [Ambiguity; not identified]

– Asteroid Impact

Identify Risk
Analyze & 

Assess
Plan Response

Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk
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Risk Review
• Risk Description

– Name/Title – Scope & details of potential events

– Responsibilities – Impacted stakeholders

• Risk Classification

– People – Processes

– Organization – Other projects/products

• Risk Likelihood and Magnitude

• Potential Positive Risk?

Identify Risk
Analyze & 

Assess
Plan Response

Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk
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Risk Response Options

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

Positive Risk 
(Opportunity)

• Exploit

• Share

• Enhance

• Reject

Negative Risk 
(Threat)

• Avoid

• Transfer

• Reduce

• Accept
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Risk Response Options

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

Reduce Avoid

Accept
Transfe

r

P
ro

b
a
b
ili

ty

Impact
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Implement Response

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan   Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

• Risk Response Best Practices

– Six Sigma Implementation [Requires high requirements for 
quality]

– Earned Value Management [Requires resources and 
infrastructure]

– Monte Carlo Simulations [Determine potential outcome based 
on past performance]

– Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, FMEA [Refine plans 
based on cause/effect]

– Team Colocation [Keep essential team members physically 
together]
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Implement Response

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan   Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

• Additional Potential Responses

– Integration of ‘lean’ methodologies

– Implementation of ‘agile’ project management

– Additional training and development

– Documentation of current status
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Monitor Risk

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan   Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

• Collection and Reporting of Risk Information

– Frequency

– Data Types

– Audience & Communication

• Project Information & Status Updates

• Metrics

– Schedule – Resource

– Resource – Budget

• Identification and Monitoring of Risk Triggers
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Close Risk

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan   Response
Implement 
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

• A risk should only be closed:

– Avoid: When it has been successfully avoided

– Transfer: When it has been fully transferred

– Reduce: When relevance to the project has passed

– Accept: When all response actions have been completed

What are some examples for each of these situations?
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Class Exercise

Identify Risk Analyze & Assess Plan   Response
Implement
Response

Monitor Risk Close Risk

As a class, review the scenario and follow the risk management plan

Remember the Steps!

• Identify

• Analyze

• Plan

• Respond (Avoid, Transfer, Reduce, Accept)

• Monitor

• Close
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Risk Scenario #1
Halfway through the project, the vendor of the Barcode Medication 
Administration tool announced that they have been acquired by an up-
and-coming company, looking to expand their healthcare solutions.
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Risk Scenario #2
A new state-of-the-art healthcare facility is preparing to open its doors 
and is actively seeking experienced employees, and several key team 
members on your BCMA project have expressed an interest.
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Risk Scenario #3
Good Hope Hospital will start using a Barcode Medication 
Administration System by April, 2018.  Staff have expressed concerns 
with the impact to their patient care workflow, believing that the 
process of scanning barcodes will result in slower administration of 
medication, potentially putting patients at risk.
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Risk Scenario #4
The IT department announced that they will be installing a new phone 
system across the hospital to replace outdated analog and ISDN 
phones with new Voice over IP (VoIP) devices.  The cutover will result 
in network and phone disruptions.  The deployment date is scheduled 
for the week prior to your implementation of Barcode Medication 
Administration.
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Issue Management
Once an event has triggered an impact on your project objectives, it’s 
time to start managing it as an issue.
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Issue Management
1. Issue identification

2. Review related risks

3. Documentation in issue register

4. Assignment of resources

5. Action items & status updates

6. Resolution of issue & detailed documentation

7. Closure of issue & updates to risk register
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Issues – Identification
Where can issues originate?

• Routine monitoring of project risks

• Based on planned events (e.g. testing)

• Out of the blue, the sky is falling!

Establish tracking process early!

Are all issues… issues?
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Issues – Review Related Risks/Issues
• Review risk register for potential mitigation strategies

• Check historical documentation for similar issues

• Consult with other project managers & stakeholders
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Issues – Documentation
• Create/update Project Control Register/Log

Issu

e ID

Risk 

ID

Requiremen

t ID

Descriptio

n

Status Decisions & 

Actions

Assigned 

To

Open 

Date

Due/

Close 

Date

Priority

## ##

Related 

risk

##

Related 

requirement 

to be added 

or modified

A detailed 

description 

of the issue

An ongoing, 

dated update of 

the issue

Actionable 

tasks and 

decisions 

associated with 

the issue

A specific 

person (not 

team) 

assigned 

for issue 

resolution

Date 

opened

Date 

closed (or 

planned 

close 

date)

Critical, 

High, 

Medium, 

Low
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Issue – Documentation (Priority)
Be sure to have a clearly-defined priority mechanism

1. Critical – Only used for work stoppage or prevention of activation

2. High – Significant impact on project objectives or resources

3. Medium – Moderate impact on project or resources

4. Low – Marginal/Acceptable impact on project or resources

Levels 2-4 assumes the issue can actually be resolved.
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Issues – Assignment
• Identify an owner

• Delegate responsibility

• Set a due date
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Issues – Actions & Status
Project Manager Responsibilities

• Assumes ultimate responsibility for resolution of issue

• Coordinates/Documents all communications and updates

• Ensures team has appropriate resources to address issue

Assignee Responsibilities

• Makes expected progress against the issue

• Keeps the team and project manager updated
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Issues – Resolution & Closure
• Ensure issue is completely resolved

• Release assignees from the issue

• Update project workplan

• Perform change management, if needed

• Update project requirements, if needed

• Communicate outcome
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Class Exercise
As a class, review the following to determine if they are risks or issues 
for the implementation of a Barcode Medication Administration system

1. The weather forecast calls for snow and ice next week.

2. Batteries in the handheld scanners only last for 4 weeks.

3. The wireless network is not compatible with the BCMA scanners.

4. Hardware installation is on the critical path and is delayed by 2 weeks.

5. Evaluations indicate that training materials and instruction are poor.

6. Several IT staff have been furloughed due to an unrelated budget issue.
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Projects On-hold

Sue Houston
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Projects On-hold: Objectives
• Discuss the necessary documentation when a project is put on hold

• Explain the process of restarting a project that has been on hold
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What Do You Do today?

What Should You Do?
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Go On Hold
• Document the current status

• Update all Project Management Plan (PMP) documents

• Communicate

• Archive all documents

• Release resources
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Come Off Hold
• Project Initiation

– Review all historical and On-hold documentation

• Project Planning

– Review original scope and update as necessary

– Re-plan remainder of project and gather resources

• Project Execution
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Activation Planning

Sue Houston
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Activation Planning: Objectives
• Review the planning for a project activation, or Go-live

• Discuss the process of developing an activation checklist and how it 
provides communication and guidance for the activation activities

• Demonstrate the creation of an activation checklist through the use 
of a ‘Sticky Note Meeting’

• Learn the importance of communication surrounding the activation 
activity
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Activation or Go-live
• Planning

• Checklist

• Rehearsal

• Resource schedule

• Communication

• Food, drink, place to rest
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Lessons
• Start early with key people involved

• Include comprehensive communication and contingency plans

• Develop a detailed activation checklist

• Rehearse, rehearse…

• Learn from your mistakes
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Decisions
Many variables can affect activation and length of associated 

downtime:

• Date

• Day of week

• Time of day

• Resource availability

• Functionality that affects downtime
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Planning
• Contingency planning

• Communication planning

• Post-live support planning
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Sticky note meeting

• Purpose

• Ground rules 

• Use of historic information
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Sticky Note Meeting

One task per sticky note

• Task name

• Who performs 

• Estimated duration of task
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Sticky Note Meeting
• Place each task into appropriate category

• Identify sequence of tasks within each category

– Predecessors 

– Successors

• Develop first (rough) draft of the checklist
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Activation Checklist Hands-on Exercise
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Refine Checklist

Predecesso

r
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Rehearsal
• Validation

• Accurate prediction of downtime

• Contingency planning

• Follow plan as with actual activation

• Checklist Manager
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Checklist Progression

Initial 

Checklist

Rehears

al 

Checklist

Rehears

al
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Refine Checklist for Activation

Initial 

Checklist

Rehears

al 

Checklist

Rehears

al

Activatio

n 

Checklist

Activatio

n
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Communication

Remember to communicate throughout the activation activities

• User community

• Activation team

• All stakeholders

• Organization’s administration
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Communication – Roles & Contacts
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Independent Validation & Verification 
(IV&V)

Sue Houston
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IV&V: Objectives
• Understand the benefit of including IV&V activities in a project

• Review the tasks included in both validation and verification

• Discuss types of projects where IV&V provides the most benefit 
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Purpose
• Independent reviews

• Validation of documentation

– Are you building the right thing

• Verification of deliverables

– Are you building it right

Should be integrated into the project management plan

Is this needed for every project?
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Goals
• Improve confidence on reliability and predictability of deliverables

• Early identification of problems and resolution options

• Increased quality of delivered products

• Reduction of risks and cost overruns

• Improved user acceptance
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Validation
• Scope

• Quality Assurance plan

• Functional and technical requirements

• Current and future business processes

• System design

• Testing and training plans, scripts and manuals

• Backup and recovery plans
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Verification
• Hardware walk-through

• Development/configuration reviews

• Integration and regression testing

• Final gap analysis

• User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

• Final system acceptance
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Example: UAT
• Develop the UAT test plan

• Develop the UAT test scripts and scenarios

• Develop the UAT schedule

• Manage and execute UAT

• Deliver final UAT results report
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Transition to Support

Ryan Kennedy
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Transition to Support: Objectives
• Identify potential support-related issues in your own organization

• Describe effective methods for planning the transition of a project to 
support at every stage of its lifecycle

• Communicate to stakeholders the appropriate resources to contact 
when support is necessary
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Transition to Support
• Challenges Faced

– Complex projects and products

– Project manager is seen as subject matter expert

– Knowledge is contained by a vendor

– Information silos

– Limited support center training
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Create a Transition Plan!
Advantages of a Transition Plan

• Points of contact and roles/responsibilities are defined early

• Training needs for support staff are planned, funded, and available

• Communications and expectations are clear

• Silos of information are decreased

• Response times for troubleshooting and resolution are decreased

• Less time supporting means more time to improve IT infrastructure

Ultimately: Increased IT staff and customer satisfaction!
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How to Create a Transition Plan
STEP 1 – Ensure Support Infrastructure is In-Place

• Develop a single point of contact (Support Center)

– Phone support

– Email support

– Web support, e.g. chat, instant message

• Develop a knowledge center

– Electronic knowledge base

– Operations/maintenance documentation, e.g. file share

– Consistent and documented troubleshooting workflow
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How to Create a Transition Plan
STEP 2 – Ensure Staffing is Adequate and Structured

• Review staffing is in alignment with number of systems and users

– Training for staff as systems come and go

– Metrics for calls answered, missed, disconnected

• Develop handoff processes between tiers (Tier I, Tier II, etc.)

– Workflow by system

– Who’s who list for roles and responsibilities (Hint: not the PM)
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How to Create a Transition Plan
STEP 3 – Develop a Standard for Project Transition Activities

• Identify transition steps in every phase of a project

• Determine who is responsible for approving the plan

• Select required documents to be created during the project

• Develop a checklist of activities for the Project Manager

• Implement the plan across all projects
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Transition Planning at Every Project Phase 

Project Initiating

• Distribute Project Charter

• Coordinate Meetings with Customer &  Set Expectations

• Identify Product Owner
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Transition Planning at Every Project Phase 

Project Planning

• Add transition activities and deliverables to project plan

• Review deliverables list and determine requirements

• Conduct skill gap analysis to determine training needs

• Create a matrix of require roles, resources and skills
 System Lead (Owner)

 Process Owner

 Super User(s)

 Application Admin

 Database Admin

 Server/System Admin

 Web Admin

 Network Admin

 Product Development

 Clinical Analyst

 User Support

 Testing Lead

 Training Lead

 Help Desk Lead
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Transition Planning at Every Project Phase 

Project Executing and Controlling

• Assign staff to roles and responsibilities matrix

• Schedule training classes or other knowledge transfer needs

• Obtain appropriate security and access for each role

• Establish support expectations (SLAs, MOUs, SOPs, etc.)

• Create necessary support documentation
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Transition Planning at Every Project Phase 

Project Closing

• Identify change management requirements

• Notify business owner of production support procedures

• Close project and transfer ownership from the project manager
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Document, Document, Document!
Document Type User

User Guides End User

Troubleshooting Tips / Checklist / Guides End User

Quick Reference Materials End User

Knowledge Base updates Tier I Support

“How to Handle Trouble Calls” Document Tier I Support

Administrator Guides Tier II Support

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Tier II Support

Configuration/Change Management Plan Everyone

Service Level Agreement (SLA) Everyone

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Everyone

Project Summary / Reference Document Everyone



Example: Project Summary Page



Example: How to Handle Trouble Calls
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Project Manager Checklist
 All Issues have been closed or assigned

 All risks have been mitigated or closed

 All central knowledge repositories have been updated

 All roles have been assigned to individuals

 All staff have adequate training to complete their roles

 Support structure has buy-in from customer and IT leads

 Support teams are informed of project completion

 Security documentation is completed or planned

 Architecture documentation is completed or planned

 Configuration and change management processes are defined

 Change control boards are chartered, if needed

 Appropriate documentation has been created and archived
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Lessons Learned

Ryan Kennedy
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Lessons Learned: Objectives
• Identify the challenges of collecting, documenting, archiving, and 

retrieving lessons learned in your organization

• Develop a lessons learned action plan that can be integrated into 
your organization’s project management methodology

• Improve future projects by creating a transparent, outcomes-
focused project team that is educated on the successes and failures 
of former projects
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Lessons Learned
What exactly is a lesson learned?  How are they measured?

Your interpretation may vary!

• Your past failures

• Your past successes

• Finger-pointing

• Knowledge and Education

• Experience

• Results from surveys

• Results from interviews

• Risk analysis

• Performance metrics

• Financial gains/losses
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Importance of Lessons Learned
• Increased project value (shorter durations at less cost)

• Increased project quality

• Reduction of unnecessary and repetitious tasks

• Better communication amongst the project team

• Shared learning between team members (reduction of silos)

• Opportunity to share accolades (not just the negatives)

• Greater project and staff visibility from management

• Heightened appreciation for work being done

• Ultimately, happier customers, staff, and project managers
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Lessons Learned – The Perception
Measurement of the effectiveness of lessons learned process in 
delivering performance improvement

Source: Milton, Nick (2010). The Lessons Learned Handbook
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Lessons Learned – The Challenges
Common complaints about lessons learned

• Issues are repeated from project to project

• Feedback is dismissed / not documented correctly

• Management / Leadership not willing to adapt

• Organizational culture not able to change

• Lessons are not applicable on other work

• Collection and archiving methods vary from project to project

• Past documentation is difficult to locate
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Lessons Learned – The Challenges
These complaints lead to:

• Finger-pointing and blaming instead of constructive feedback

• Lack of participation from project team

• Lack of trust in the process

• Fear of retribution

• Shelfware of lessons not learned

Bottom line:

Lessons learned become perceived as just a “thing” project managers 
have to do when closing a project.
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How Do We Fix This?
Five Step Plan for Enhancing the Lessons Learned Process

1. Identify and address existing concerns in your organization

2. Create a process for collecting lessons at each project phase

3. Develop a system for documenting Lessons Learned

4. Identify a routine for disseminating Lessons Learned

5. Integrate the process into a standard PM methodology
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Step 1: Identify and Address Concerns
Before you can start to fix the problem, you need to know what it is!

This can usually be categorized into one or more of these groups:

• Collection

• Documentation

• Dissemination / Archiving

• Management / Culture
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Step 2: Collecting LL (Methods)
• Active collection

• Passive collection

• After action
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Step 2 (cont.): Active Collection
Collection should not only occur at the very end of a project!

• During Planning

– Are the right people included?

– Is information documented correctly?

– Did appropriate follow-up occur?

• During Executing

– “Lessons learned of the week”

– Is the PM providing relevant and timely information?

– Does the team have what they need to complete their work?
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Step 2 (cont.): Passive Collection
• Surveys

• Wikis

• Email

• Social networking

• Web-based collaboration
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Step 2 (cont.): After Action Collection
Improve your formal lessons learned discussion

• Be sure to include ALL stakeholders

• If participation is an issue, consider smaller groups

• Bring previously-collected active & passive LL to the table

• Have a third party facilitate the discussion

• Use whiteboards/pads/sticky notes to capture LL for all to review

• Encourage participation from everyone

• Be sure to focus on the positive
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Step 3: Documenting LL (Methods)
• Metrics from Surveys & Interviews

• Wordsmithing the Lessons

• Categorizing the Lessons

• Electronic Tools / Databases
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Step 3 (cont.): Metric Documentation
• Surveys

+ anonymous feedback

+ potential for more honest responses

- may obtain biased results

- unable to follow-up on questions and concerns

• Interviews

+ direct questions and follow-up

+ ensure input from specific individuals and teams

- more likely to receive diplomatic responses

- less likely to stay focused on the questions presented
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Step 3 (cont.): Wordsmithing
When documenting lessons, be sure they follow the 3 P’s:

1. Positive

2. Pertinent

3. Professional

Example:

Input from Team - Poor

“Josh needs to get his work done earlier so other tasks don’t get delayed.”

Output for Lessons Learned - Good

“Tasks on the critical path must be given appropriate priority and monitoring to 
ensure they do not impact the entirety of the project.”
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Step 3 (cont.): Categorization
Lessons MUST be categorized for future use

Project Management-Specific

• Scope Management

• Risk & Issue Management

• Cost Management

• Schedule Management

• Communication Management

Application-Specific

• Configuration

• Testing

• Training

Organization / Industry-Specific

• Hardware

• Software

• Interfaces

Additional/General Concepts

• Team Performance

• Organizational Support

• Support & Maintenance
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Step 3 (cont.): Electronic Tools
When possible, capturing lessons learned in an electronic database is 
optimal for future projects
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Step 4: Disseminating Lessons
At a minimum, LL should be shared with team members and sponsors via 
project closing documentation, but that is not enough

• Passive Methods of Distribution

– Organizational/Corporate newsletters & blogs

– Social networks & wikis

– Email, posters, and other public venues

• Active Methods of Distribution

– Presentations to team and leadership

– Review with other project managers

– Discussion groups with stakeholders
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Step 4 (cont.): Disseminating Lessons
Lessons learned are not just there to look pretty!

>> Develop an Action Plan <<

• Create ownership of lesson

• Determine action

– Resolving a specific issue or problem

– Developing a new process or procedure

– Escalating ideas for change to management

– Obtaining additional information, as necessary

• Identify appropriate follow-up after project is closed
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Step 5: Integrating into PM Process
• Develop a standard PM methodology, if it doesn’t already exist

• Ensure LLs are collected, documented, and disseminated 
consistently across all PMs

• Reinforce LL collection at every stage of the project

• And most importantly: EVERY project should start with a review of 
lessons learned from past projects, and that process should 
continue at appropriate intervals (e.g. testing, training, go-live)

Look for opportunities to expand LL concepts outside the PM world
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Step 5 (cont.): Integrating PM Process
To ensure processes are followed routinely and consistently, the 
Project Management Office should do the following:

1. Set appropriate expectations for all PMs

2. Verify lessons learned are documented and disseminated before 
closing the project

3. Develop metrics to support ongoing documentation
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Lessons Learned Hands-on Exercise
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Summary – Review of Objectives
• Translate project management theory into practice

• Learn and apply new tools and techniques for successful project 
communication

• Collect new tools for your personal project management toolbox

• Demonstrate the importance of stakeholder management and 
project communication
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Questions

Susan M. Houston

suemhouston@gmail.com

Ryan D. Kennedy

kennedyr@cc.nih.gov

Judy A. Wight

riodej65@gmail.com

mailto:suemhouston@gmail.com
mailto:kennedyr@cc.nih.gov
mailto:riodej65@gmail.com

